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We construct an improved implementation for combining transverse-momentum-dependent
(TMD) factorization and collinear factorization. TMD factorization is suitable for low transverse
momentum physics, while collinear factorization is suitable for high transverse momenta and for a
cross section integrated over transverse momentum. The result is a modified version of the standard
W + Y prescription traditionally used in the Collins-Soper-Sterman (CSS) formalism and related
approaches. We further argue that questions regarding the shape and Q-dependence of the cross
sections at lower Q are largely governed by the matching to the Y -term.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much of the literature on the TMD-factorization for-
malism is based on methods like those of Collins Soper
and Sterman (CSS) [1–4] where, traditionally, applica-
tions have been at very high scales. The formalism in-
volves a factorization with TMD parton densities and/or
fragmentation functions together with evolution equa-
tions and associated properties like universality. TMD
correlation functions have attracted interest, both for
their usefulness in perturbative calculations, and for their
potential to yield information about underlying non-
perturbative QCD structures. Results with essentially
the same or a related structure are also found in SCET
[5–7]. In this paper, we focus on the CSS formalism and
its updated version in Ref. [4].
TMD correlation functions are most useful for qT ≪ Q,
where qT is the relevant transverse momentum and Q is
the overall hard scale. When qT is of order Q, the cross
section does not factor into TMD correlation functions,
but normal collinear factorization applies. It is, of course,
necessary to be able to analyze cross sections over the
whole range of qT including intermediate transverse mo-
menta. To this end, CSS organized the cross section into
an additive form, W +Y , whereW is the pure TMD fac-
torization term and Y is a correction term using collinear
factorization. W dominates in the limit of small qT/Q
while Y is a correction for large qT/Q. This was designed
with the aim to have a formalism that is valid to lead-
ing power in m/Q uniformly in qT; here m is a typical
hadronic mass scale.
However, it has become increasingly clear that the orig-
inal CSSW+Y method is not sufficient for modern TMD
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applications. One reason is that there is a growing num-
ber of lower-Q phenomenological studies focused on the
intrinsic transverse motion related to nonperturbative
binding and nucleon structure. The advantages of the
usual W + Y decomposition are clearest when Q is large
enough that there is a broad intermediate range of trans-
verse momentum characterized by m ≪ qT ≪ Q; that
is, there is a range where qT/Q is sufficiently small that
TMD factorization is valid to good accuracy, while m/qT
is also sufficiently small that collinear factorization is si-
multaneously valid. However, at lower phenomenologi-
cally interesting values of Q, neither of these ratios is nec-
essarily very small. Some other difficulties will be sum-
marized below. These particularly concern the ability of
the original W + Y method to properly match collinear
factorization for the cross section integrated over qT.
The problems create practical difficulties for studies
specifically devoted to extracting and analyzing non-
perturbative transverse momentum dependence. For
such applications, the relevant experiments often involve
hard scales of only a few GeV. The phase space of qT has a
narrow transition window between a solidly perturbative
transverse momentum region (where qT ≃ O(Q)) and a
non-perturbative region (where qT ≃ O(m)), making the
treatment of matching the perturbative and nonpertuba-
tive content in the intermediate region rather delicate.
A classic analysis of the issues concerning the matching
of the TMD factorization and collinear factorization was
given by Arnold and Kauffman [8], and more recently in
Refs. [9–12]. See especially Sec. 2.6 of Ref. [9] for a re-
cent overview of many of the issues to be discussed in
this paper.
Over the past several years, most theoretical atten-
tion in TMD physics has been focused on the details of
evolution of theW -term and its associated TMD correla-
tion functions. However, particularly with recent results
like [10–12], it is evident that a satisfactory treatment of
non-zero qT/Q corrections and the matching to qT & Q is
important since it relates various phenomenological anal-
yses to TMD theory. This is especially the case in ef-
2forts to interpret transverse momentum spectra in terms
of hadronic structure, where a detailed separation and
identification of large and small qT/Q behavior and its
potential interplay is important.
Generally, to get results that are valid over all qT we
need to combine the information given by TMD factor-
ization and by collinear factorization. TMD factorization
is appropriate for qT ≪ Q; its accuracy degrades as qT
increases and eventually it does not give even a qual-
itatively correct account of the cross section. Collinear
factorization is valid in two ways. One is for the cross sec-
tion differential in qT with qT ∼ Q; the accuracy degrades
as qT decreases, and collinear factorization becomes en-
tirely inapplicable for the differential cross section once
qT is of order m or smaller. But collinear factorization is
also valid for the cross section integrated over qT.
In this article, we argue for an enhanced formalism.
As already stated, the W +Y formalism as given by CSS
was designed to combine the best of TMD and collinear
factorization at intermediate qT. What was not done
was to adjust the formalism to work nicely also for the
cross section integrated over all qT. We summarize an
interconnected set of problems as follows:
• A standard way of presenting theW term, with the
solution to the evolution equations, is as a Fourier
transform from a transverse coordinate bT to trans-
verse momentum. When bT → 0, the bT-space in-
tegrand W˜ (bT) goes to zero. (See Appendix A.)
Therefore, the integral over all transverse momen-
tum of the corresponding momentum-space contri-
bution W (qT) is zero. Now, at small qT, W (qT) is
the dominant TMD-factorized contribution to the
cross section, and is necessarily positive. Therefore,
at some larger qT, the W (qT) term must become
negative. By construction, the Y term compensates
to give the physical positive cross section, so this is
not a problem in principle. However, if W becomes
large and negative at qT ∼ Q, the Y term becomes
large and positive, so the formalism involves im-
plementing a cancellation of two large quantities.
This can enormously magnify the effects of trun-
cation errors in perturbative quantities, since these
have different structures in W and Y .
• In pure parton-model treatments of TMD func-
tions, the transverse momentum integral of the W -
term gives the collinear factorization parton model
for the cross section integrated over qT. The pre-
vious item shows that, at least within the original
CSS approach, this connection is not merely sub-
ject to higher-order perturbative corrections, but is
totally lost.
• In real QCD, consider the cross section integrated
over all qT; it is of the form of factors of collinear
parton densities and/or fragmentation functions at
scale Q convoluted with hard scattering that is ex-
panded in powers of αs(Q). The lowest order for
the integrated cross section itself is correctly given
by a perturbative expansion of the hard scatter-
ing, with the first term being zeroth order in αs(Q)
(concentrated at qT = 0). We can try doing this
for all quantities in∫
d2qT
dσ
d2qT . . .
=
∫
d2qTW +
∫
d2qT Y. (1)
Since the integral over W is zero, the integrated
cross section is given by the integral over qT of
the Y term. But the CSS construction of the Y
term shows that its lowest term is the same order as
for collinear factorization for the differential cross
section, which is first order in αs(Q) [3] .
We thus have a paradox: a mismatch of orders in
αs(Q) between the left and right hand sides of Eq.
(1). The real source of the paradox and an indica-
tions of what to do about are indicated next.
• The zero value of
∫
d2qTW is not obtained from
a fixed order perturbative application of collinear
factorization to W˜ (bT, Q) at bT = 0, but from the
solution of evolution equations for W˜ , as seen in
Eq. (35) below. Each order of the perturbative
expansion in powers of αs(Q) contains up to two
logarithms per loop of QbT. These logarithms are
evidently infinite at bT = 0, and fixed order per-
turbative calculations are entirely inapplicable to∫
d2qTW with the original CSS definition.
Recall that W is an approximation to the cross
section only for qT ≪ Q. Thus the transverse-
coordinate-space quantity W˜ (bT, Q) is important
for a physical cross section only for bT bigger
than about 1/Q. Finite perturbative orders of the
collinear expansion are useful when bT is of order
1/Q.
• Even without the issue of W (qT) becoming nega-
tive at large qT, there is the issue that it involves,
in momentum space, a convolution of two indepen-
dent TMD densities. At large qT, these can be com-
puted perturbatively in terms of collinear parton
distribution functions (pdfs) and/or collinear frag-
mentation functions (ffs). Power counting indicates
that they are roughly of order 1/q2T. Therefore,
the basic TMD factorization formula gives a cross
section that has this same power counting, and ex-
tends infinitely far beyond the kinematic limit. The
Y term compensates this in principle, but the dif-
ferent perturbative truncations in Y and W imply
that the result can be numerically a bad approxi-
mation.
The culprit in each of the above is that the TMD factor-
ization formula used in W (qT) was derived to be a good
approximation to the cross section for qT ≪ Q, but in
the integral over qT, the formula is being used far beyond
its domain of applicability.
3There is a uniqueness to the particular form of W (qT)
that gives rise to its undesirable properties at large qT.
The uniqueness arises from the use of a strict leading
power expansion in qT/Q when constructing the TMD
factorization formula for W . As an illustration, consider
a lowest-order perturbative expansion that gives in W a
factor αs ln(Q/qT)/q
2
T at small qT, with its characteristic
logarithm. The use of exactly a single power of qT (times
logarithms) entails keeping the same formula at large qT,
where the logarithm becomes negative.
The use of a strict leading power in qT/Q is is im-
portant because the non-leading powers are much more
complicated and often non-factorizing. This issue is par-
ticularly important because, to leading power, gluons can
connect subgraphs in different kinematic regions. To get
factorization, Ward identities are used to extract these
gluons into attachments to Wilson lines in operator def-
initions of the correlation functions like TMD pdfs and
ffs. However, the Ward identities apply only in the con-
text of an approximation that is valid at leading power
(or perhaps one power beyond). The result is the afore-
mentioned uniqueness in the factorized form. Essentially
the same considerations apply in SCET for essentially
the same reasons — see Ref. [7].
It therefore becomes quite non-trivial to adjust the
TMD factorization formula to get nicer properties at
large qT without violating the derivation of TMD fac-
torization.
Many implementations of TMD factorization calcu-
late TMD functions by effectively resuming logarithms of
bTQ. The usefulness this type of resummation assumes
that there is a broad range of bT where 1/Q ≪ bT ≪
1/m. At smaller Q the window satisfying this condition
shrinks and eventually vanishes, so that the advantage of
such techniques becomes questionable. Moreover, errors
introduced by including the region where bT ≪ 1/Q can
start to become a significant fraction of the resummation
calculation.
The situation is simpler if one simply works in a lead-
ing logarithm approximation as in the work of Parisi and
Petronzio (PP) [13]. There an ad hoc modification to
impose rough approximations to the true kinematics is
appropriate. But modifications are much harder to im-
pose in the middle of a full proof of factorization that is
to be applied generally.
Our approach in this paper is to preserve the factor-
ized form of W˜ (bT) in transverse coordinate space, but
to modify the way in which it is used to construct a
contribution from W (qT) to the cross section, to try to
evade the problems listed above. We must preserve the
property thatW gives a good approximation to the cross
section at low transverse momentum, including the im-
portant region where qT is in the non-perturbative region
of order m. Naturally, the definition of Y must be corre-
spondingly modified.
The paper is organized as follows: We provide a general
background of the main issues in Sec. II, and outline the
principles that will guide our matching procedure. We
review the basic logic of the W + Y method in Sec. III,
and include some clarifying remarks. Since an important
component of our procedure is that it leaves the treat-
ment of the W -term largely unaltered, we will also need
to review the standard factorization and evolution of the
W -term in the CSS TMD factorization formalism, which
we do in Sec. IV. Next, we will explain our modifica-
tions, starting in Sec. V with a modified treatment of
the standard b∗-prescription. This will allow us to con-
struct a generalized W -term. From this we will obtain a
correspondingly generalized Y -term in Sec. VI. Thus we
will have constructed a new W + Y method, but with
additional parameters. In Sec. VII we discuss how the
principles from Sec. II constrain parametrizations. In
Sec. VIII, we elaborate on technical steps needed to cal-
culate in the new W + Y prescription, and in Sec. IX
we demonstrate the utility of our treatment by calculat-
ing the Y term with simple parametrizations of collinear
quark pdfs and ffs. We conclude by summarizing our
logic and commenting on ways forward in Sec. XI.
II. GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The standard W + Y construction relies on the fact
that, at very large Q, there is a broad range where m/qT
and qT/Q are both good small expansion parameters. We
suggest the following principles to guide the choice of an
improved formalism:
1. When the W term is integrated over all qT, it
should obey an ordinary collinear factorization
property. This implies that when the scales in the
pdfs and ffs are set to µ = Q, the result should agree
with the ordinary factorization calculation for the
integrated cross section to zeroth order in αs(Q),
thereby matching the parton-model result appro-
priately.
2. For qT & O(Q), the cross section given by W + Y
should appropriately match fixed order collinear
perturbation theory calculations for large trans-
verse momentum.
3. For very large Q, the normal W + Y construction
should automatically be recovered for the m ≪
qT ≪ Q region, to leading power in Q.
4. The modifiedW term should be expressed in terms
of the same coordinate space quantity W˜ as before,
in order that operator definitions of the pdfs and
ffs can be used, together with their evolution equa-
tions.
5. The sumW+Y should give a leading power approx-
imation to the cross section over the whole range of
qT. Fixed order expansions of Y in collinear pertur-
bation theory are suitable for calculating Y , while
the usual solution of evolution equations is used for
W .
4We will use these principles to strongly motivate our new
constructions of W and Y .
We emphasize here that many of the elements of this
article have already been used in the past in various
forms. Our purpose in this paper is to synthesize and
systematize them.
For example, a detailed discussion of large and small
qT matching and the associated perturbation theory er-
rors in intermediate regions of qT appears in Ref. [8] –
see especially Sections 1.2-1.4 for a clear discussion. The
work of Catani-Trentadue-Turnock-Webber and related
treatments, especially Bozzi-Catani-de Florian-Grazzini
(BCFG) in [14] replace ln(Q2b2T) terms in a resumma-
tion with ln(Q2b2T + 1), thus cutting off the bT ≪ 1/Q
contribution. This is similar to work by Parisi and
Petronzio [13] that used this method to handle the bT ≪
1/Q region in a leading-log approach. BCFG also im-
pose constraints on the relationship between integrated
and transverse momentum dependent cross sections that
are very similar to our points 1) through 3) above.
Nadolsky, Stump and Yuan (NSY) [15] performed a
CSS-style analysis of semi-inclusive deep inelastic scatter-
ing (SIDIS), but modified the large qT behavior of their
resummed term by introducing qT/Q corrections to the
x and z kinematic variables. Specifically, NSY modified
theW -term at larger values of qT/Q to improve matching
asymptotic term as order qT/Q corrections start to be-
come large. By examining the kinematics of the process,
they found that an improved matching is achieved if one
replaces the standard x and z variables in the collinear
pdfs and ffs of the W term by1
x→ x˜ = x
(
q2T +Q
2
Q2
)
, (2)
z → z˜ = z
(
q2T +Q
2
Q2
)
. (3)
In Ref. [4, Eq. (13.75)], Collins proposed to im-
pose a direct cutoff on the large qT part of the W -
term. Our method follows a very similar approach (see
Sec. V), with our Ξ function in Eq. (38) corresponding
to Collins’s F (qT/Q), and our WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) corre-
sponding roughly to Collins’s LF . Likewise, CSS intro-
duced a mass-scale QminT ∼ m in Ref. [3] to regulate the
low qT part of the Y -term calculation. The role of Q
min
T
is analogous to what we will call λ in Sec. III. The re-
placements in Eqs. (2)–(3) are physically motivated in
that they approximate the kinematic corrections on x
and z momentum fractions that begin to be important
at larger qT. See also Sec. 2.6 of Ref. [9] for a review of
the kinematical rescaling procedure.
In most implementations of the ResBos Monte Carlo,
for both Drell-Yan and SIDIS, the computational algo-
rithm automatically forces a switch between the W -term
1 See the discussion regarding matching in Section VA of Ref. [15]
and the comparison between the modified and unmodified treat-
ments in Fig. 9 of Ref. [15].
(there called the “resummed term”) to a calculation done
using purely fixed order perturbative QCD above some
qT. In fact, this is useful also for improving the efficiency
of computer calculations since it means that computa-
tionally intensive calculations of theW -term can be short
circuited above some qT without compromising the accu-
racy of the calculation. (See Refs. [15, 16].) For very low
qT, the ResBos Monte Carlo switches off the Y -term for
qT . 0.5− 1.0 GeV [17].
Boer and den Dunnen [12, 18] used a method similar to
BCFG, but implemented the transition to very small bT
by using a modified renormalization group scale (called
µ′b). This aspect of the Boer-den Dunnen approach is
very similar to what we will use in this article.
We suggest that, to maintain context, it will be useful
to read the articles listed above concurrently with this
paper.
III. W AND Y TERMS
We start by reviewing the W + Y construction. This
will establish notational conventions to be used through-
out the paper in addition to clarifying the logic of the
W + Y method. We will also introduce one of our modi-
fications.
Consider a generic transverse momentum dependent
cross section that depends on a hard scale Q and is dif-
ferential in a transverse momentum qT . It may also be
differential in other kinematical variables, but for sim-
plicity we will not show these explicitly. It could be any
cross section for which a TMD factorization theorem ex-
ists. We will use the abbreviated notation
Γ(qT, Q) =
d σ
d2qT dQ · · ·
. (4)
The ellipsis indicates possible dependence on other kine-
matical variables like z and x, whose exact values are not
relevant to our immediate discussion. Although the logic
in this paper is meant to apply generally, explicit expres-
sions will be written for SIDIS. CSS-style derivations of
TMD factorization are given for SIDIS in Refs. [19, 20]
(see also [4, Sec. 13.15]).
The TMD formalism separates Eq. (4) into a sum of
two terms. One term (W ) describes the small transverse
momentum behavior qT ≪ Q and an additive correction
term (Y ) accounts for behavior at qT ∼ Q:
Γ(qT, Q) =W (qT, Q) + Y (qT, Q) +O
(
m
Q
)c
Γ(qT, Q) .
(5)
The first term on the right is written in terms of TMD
pdfs and/or TMD ffs and is constructed to be an accu-
rate description in the limit of qT/Q ≪ 1. It includes
all non-perturbative transverse momentum dependence.
The Y -term is described entirely in terms of collinear fac-
torization. Our aim is to construct W and Y such that
W+Y gives the cross section up to an error that, relative
5to the cross section, is of order a positive (c > 0) power
of m/Q, where m is a hadronic mass scale.
The original CSS definition of W is as given in, for
example, Ref. [4, 13.71] (where it is called L):
W (qT, Q) ≡ TTMDΓ(qT, Q) . (6)
The TTMD “approximator” is an instruction to replace
the object to its right by an approximation that is de-
signed to be good in the qT ≪ Q limit. That is, it re-
places the exact Γ(qT, Q) by the approximateW (qT, Q):
TTMDΓ(qT, Q) = Γ(qT, Q) +O
(
qT
Q
)a
Γ(qT, Q)
+O
(
m
Q
)a′
Γ(qT, Q) , (7)
where a, a′ > 0.
Another approximator, Tcoll, handles the large qT ∼ Q
region. It replaces Γ(qT, Q) with an approximation that
is good when qT ∼ Q. That is,
TcollΓ(qT, Q) = Γ(qT, Q) +O
(
m
qT
)b
Γ(qT, Q) , (8)
where b > 0. Since Tcoll is to be applied to the qT ∼ Q
region, one only needs collinear factorization at a fixed
order and with a hard scale µ ∼ Q.
If qT . m and qT ∼ Q were the only regions of in-
terest, then the TTMD and Tcoll approximators would be
sufficient. One could simply calculate using fixed order
collinear factorization for the large qT-dependence and
TMD factorization for small qT-dependence. A reason-
able description of the full transverse momentum depen-
dence would be obtained by simply interpolating between
the two descriptions [21, 22].
However, the region between large and small qT needs
special treatment if errors are to be strictly power sup-
pressed point-by-point in qT. The standard method is
to construct a sequence of nested subtractions. The
smallest-size region is a neighborhood of qT = 0, where
TTMD gives a very good approximation. So, one starts
by adding and subtracting the TTMD approximation:
Γ(qT, Q) =TTMDΓ(qT, Q)
+
[
Γ(qT, Q)− TTMDΓ(qT, Q)
]
. (9)
From Eq. (7), the error term in the square brackets is
order (qT/Q)
a and is only unsuppressed at qT ≫ m.
Therefore, one may apply Tcoll and then use a fixed-order
perturbative expansion in collinear factorization:
Γ(m . qT . Q,Q)
= TTMDΓ(qT, Q) + Tcoll [Γ(qT, Q)− TTMDΓ(qT, Q)]
+O
((
m
qT
)b(
qT
Q
)a)
Γ(qT, Q)
+O
((
m
qT
)b(
m
Q
)a′)
Γ(qT, Q)
=W (qT, Q) + TcollΓ(qT, Q)− TcollTTMDΓ(qT, Q)
+O
(
m
Q
)c
Γ(qT, Q) , (10)
where c = min(a, a′, b). Thus, the cross section is deter-
mined point-by-point in the mid-qT region, up to powers
of m/Q, by a combination of TMD and collinear corre-
lation functions.
The CSS construction ofW+Y definesW and Y to be
the first and second terms on the second line of Eq. (10).
Their specific definitions of Tcoll and TTMD allowed Eq.
(10) to work only in the m . qT . Q region, which we
emphasize by the argument on the left side of Eq. (10).
The error estimates in Eq. (10) are inapplicable outside
this range, i.e., they must not be applied when qT ≫ Q
or qT ≪ m. This is because they were extracted from
the leading power of expansions in relatively small kine-
matic variables qT/Q and m/qT to give Eqs. (7) and (8).
The issues are illustrated by Eq. (8). The (m/qT)
b es-
timate is obtained from an expansion in powers of mass
with respect to the smallest scale in the collinear hard-
scattering; it is of the order of the first omitted term in
the expansion. But once qT gets much smaller, the error
can be arbitrarily larger. As a mathematical example,
suppose
Γ =
1
(q2T +m
2)2
. (11)
The leading power expansion in m/qT is
TcollΓ =
1
q4T
, (12)
and the error is
Γ− TcollΓ =
(
−
2m2
q2T
−
m4
q4T
)
Γ. (13)
For the error estimate when m . qT, we can correctly
take b = 2:
Γ− TcollΓ = O
(
m2
q2T
)
Γ. (14)
But when qT ≪ m, the error is a stronger behavior,
m4/q4T relative to Γ.
It is useful to review the precise meaning of notation
in the error estimates, which is as follows: An O(qT/Q)
error means that there exist constant positive real num-
bers, C and A, such that the error is less than CqT/Q
for qT/Q < A. Analogous statements apply to O(m/qT)
and O(m/Q) error estimates. Thus, the error estimates
in Eqs. (5)–(10) provide no constraints on the behavior
in the qT & Q or qT . m regions. As shown above, the
true errors in those regions could be much worse than a
6naive extrapolation of the powers in Eqs. (5)–(10) would
suggest.
The above observations do not represent a fundamental
breakdown of the formalism. They merely indicate that
some extra care is needed to construct a formalism valid
also for qT . m and qT & Q.
For qT . m, collinear factorization is certainly not ap-
plicable for the differential cross section. But this region
is actually where the W -term in Eq. (7) has its highest
validity. So one simply must ensure that the would-be
Y -term
TcollΓ(qT, Q)− TcollTTMDΓ(qT, Q) (15)
is sufficiently suppressed in Eq. (10) for qT . m. There-
fore, we will modify the usual definition of Y by inserting
a suppression factor at low qT:
Y (qT, Q)
≡ {Tcoll [Γ(qT, Q)−W (qT, Q)]}X(qT/λ)
= {TcollΓ(qT, Q)− TcollTTMDΓ(qT, Q)}X(qT/λ) .
(16)
The smooth cutoff function X(qT/λ) approaches zero for
qT . λ and unity for qT & λ. It ensures that the Y -term
is a correction for qT & m only. As long as λ = O(m),
any λ-dependence must be weak. This is analogous to
the introduction of a QminT in Ref. [3, Eq. (2.8)].
The exact functional form of X(qT/λ) is arbitrary, but
is most useful in calculations if it sharply suppresses qT ≪
m contributions while not affecting qT & m. While a
step function is acceptable, we suggest using a slightly
smoother function since one expects the transition from
perturbative to non-perturbative physics to be relatively
smooth. One possible choice is
X(qT/λ) = 1− exp {−(qT/λ)
aX} . (17)
This is what we will use in sample calculations in Sec. IX.
A large value for the power aX makes the switching func-
tion more like a step function.
In common terminology, the first term in braces on the
second line of Eq. (16) is called the “fixed order” (FO)
contribution, while the second term is the “asymptotic”
(AY) contribution. We will use the notation
FO(qT, Q) ≡ TcollΓ(qT, Q) (18)
AY(qT, Q) ≡ TcollTTMDΓ(qT, Q) . (19)
So,
Y (qT, Q) ≡ {FO(qT, Q)−AY(qT, Q)}X(qT/λ) . (20)
This corresponds to the terminology in, for example,
Ref. [15]. The term “fixed order” is meant to imply that
the calculation of Γ is done entirely with collinear factor-
ization with hard parts calculated to low order in pertur-
bation theory using µ = Q and with collinear pdfs and ffs
calculated using µ = Q. That is, the hard part and the
parton correlation functions are evaluated at the same
scale.
Now we can extend the power suppression error esti-
mate in Eq. (10) down to qT = 0 to recover Eq. (5).
Equation (10) becomes
Γ(qT . Q,Q) =W (qT, Q) + Y (qT, Q)
+O
(
m
Q
)c
Γ(qT, Q), (21)
which is Eq. (5), but restricted to qT . Q.
So far, aside from introducing an explicit X(qT/λ), we
have only reviewed the standard W + Y construction.
The qT . Q restriction on the left of Eq. (21) should be
emphasized. Since we rely on strict power counting in
qT/Q and m/qT, the region of qT & Q is not guaranteed
to be well-described by the above W + Y construction.
We will correct this in Secs. V–VII with a modified W -
term definition.
IV. REVIEW OF TMD FACTORIZATION AND
BASIC FORMULAS
Our proposed modifications to the transition to the
qT/Q & 1 region will leave the standard treatment of
TMD factorization [4, Chapters 10,13,14] in the qT/Q≪
1 region only slightly modified.2 In particular, the op-
erator definitions for transverse-coordinate-space TMD
functions, along with their evolution properties, are ex-
actly the same as in the usual formalism. This is an
important aspect of our suggested modifications, so it is
worthwhile to review the basics of TMD factorization for
the low qT region. This section gives a short summary
of the most important formulas, with the organization of
notation optimized for discussions in later sections. We
will also refer frequently to the review of TMD evolution
in Ref. [24, Sec. II], especially [24, Eqs. (22, 24)].
A. TMD Evolution
The evolution of W (qT, Q) follows from generalized
renormalization properties of the operator definitions for
TMD pdfs and ffs. To separate perturbative and non-
perturbative contributions, one defines large and small
bT through a function b∗ that freezes above some bmax
and equals bT for small bT:
b∗(bT) −→
{
bT bT ≪ bmax
bmax bT ≫ bmax .
(22)
The relevant renormalization group scales are
µb ≡ C1/bT , µb∗ ≡ C1/b∗ , µQ ≡ C2Q , (23)
2 See also Ref. [23] for a recent brief overview and large list of
references relating to the development of TMD factorization.
7where C1 and C2 are constants that are chosen to opti-
mize perturbative convergence.
We first solve the evolution equations, to give the fol-
lowing forms for the W -term for SIDIS (neutral-current
and neglecting heavy flavors):
W (qT, Q) =
∑
j
Hj(µQ, Q)
∫
d2bT
(2pi)2
eiqT·bT F˜j/A
(
xA, bT;Q
2
0, µQ0
)
D˜B/j
(
zB, bT;Q
2
0, µQ0
)
× exp
{∫ µQ
µQ0
dµ′
µ′
[
2γ(αs(µ
′); 1)− ln
Q2
(µ′)2
γK(αs(µ
′))
]
+ K˜(bT;µQ0) ln
(
Q2
Q20
)}
=
∑
j
Hj(µQ, Q)
∫
d2bT
(2pi)2
eiqT·bT F˜j/A
(
xA, bT;Q
2
0, µQ0
)
D˜B/j
(
zB, bT;Q
2
0, µQ0
)
× exp
{∫ µQ
µQ0
dµ′
µ′
[
2γ(αs(µ
′); 1)− ln
Q2
(µ′)2
γK(αs(µ
′))
]}
× exp
{[
K˜(bT;µb∗)−
∫ µQ0
µb∗
dµ′
µ′
γK(αs(µ
′))
]
ln
(
Q2
Q20
)}
. (24)
Here F˜j/A
(
xA, bT;Q
2
0, µQ0
)
, and D˜B/j
(
zB, bT;Q
2
0, µQ0
)
are, respectively, the TMD pdf and TMD ff evaluated at a
reference scale Q0. Their operator definitions are given in Eqs. (13.42,13.106) of Ref. [4]. The exponential factor on
the second line implements the evolution from Q0 to Q. There K˜(bT;µ) is the Collins-Soper (CS) evolution kernel
(see [24, Eq. (6,11,25)]), while γK(αs(µ)) and γ(αs(µ
′); 1) are anomalous dimensions for the CS kernel and a TMD
pdf/ff respectively (see [24, Eq. (7,8,9,10,12)]). See also Refs. [23, 25] and references therein for detailed discussions
of the evolution equations and their origins. In the last part of Eq. (24), we have used the renormalization group
to change the µ argument of K˜ from µQ0 to µb∗ . This is in anticipation of later manipulations, where µb∗ will be a
suitable scale for perturbatively calculated quantities.
We define the bT-space version W˜ of the W -term by
W (qT, Q) =
∫
d2bT
(2pi)2
eiqT·bT W˜ (bT, Q) . (25)
To economize notation, we will assume there is only one flavor of parton so that we may drop the sum over j and the
j subscript. In detailed calculations, the sum needs to be restored.3
In the limit bT ≪ 1/m, each TMD correlation function can be expanded in an OPE and expressed in terms of
collinear correlation functions. Then the transverse coordinate dependence is itself perturbatively generated. Let us
define a notation to describe this limit. First, substitute bT → b∗ in Eq. (24) to regulate the bT & 1/m region. Second,
expand the result in an OPE and drop order O(bTm) corrections. Finally we replace Q0 and µQ0 by µb∗ , so that
perturbatively calculations have no large logarithms. We call the result W˜OPE(b∗(bT), Q):
W˜OPE(b∗(bT), Q) ≡ H(µQ, Q)
∑
j′i′
∫ 1
xA
dxˆ
xˆ
C˜pdfj/j′ (xA/xˆ, b∗(bT);µ
2
b∗ , µb∗ , αs(µb∗))fj′/A(xˆ;µb∗)×
×
∫ 1
zB
dzˆ
zˆ3
C˜ffi′/j(zB/zˆ, b∗(bT);µ
2
b∗ , µb∗ , αs(µb∗))dB/i′ (zˆ;µb∗)×
× exp
{
ln
Q2
µ2b∗
K˜(b∗(bT);µb∗) +
∫ µQ
µb∗
dµ′
µ′
[
2γ(αs(µ
′); 1)− ln
Q2
µ′2
γK(αs(µ
′))
]}
. (26)
The functions fj′/A(x;µ) and dB/j′ (z;µ) are the ordinary collinear pdf and ff. Equation (26) is the standard result
for the small bT limit and corresponds to Eq. (22) of Ref. [24], but without the non-perturbative exponential factors.
Thus,
W˜ (bT, Q) = W˜
OPE(b∗(bT), Q) +O((bTm)
p) (27)
3 Recall, however, that for scattering off a quark, there is no fla-
vor dependence in the hard scattering until order α3s . So flavor
independence is likely a good approximation. See the discussion
at the beginning of section VIA of Ref. [24].
8with p > 0.
B. Separation of Large and Small bT
For Eq. (22), a common functional form is [26]:
b∗(bT) ≡
√
b2T
1 + b2T/b
2
max
. (28)
The standard steps for separating large and small bT are to first write a ratio,
e−gA(xA,bT;bmax)−gB(zB ,bT;bmax) ≡
W˜ (bT, Q0)
W˜OPE(b∗(bT), Q0)
. (29)
The ratio on the right side defines the exponential functions on the left according to some reference scale Q0. The
g-functions, therefore, account for all the error terms on the right side (27) (at some Q0).
4 Next, one notices that
the CS evolution is identical for the numerator and denominator, apart from the fact that the evolution kernel is
evaluated at bT in the former and b∗(bT) in the latter. Thus, one may re-express the right side of Eq. (29) in terms of
W˜ at an arbitrary Q in a very simple form by applying CS evolution to the numerator and denominator separately
and canceling out many common evolution factors. The result is
e−gA(xA,bT;bmax)−gB(zB ,bT;bmax) =
W˜ (bT, Q)
W˜OPE(b∗(bT), Q)
e2gK(bT;bmax) ln(Q/Q0) . (30)
Here, gK(bT; bmax) is the difference between the CS evolution kernels evaluated at bT and b∗(bT):
gK(bT; bmax) ≡ −K(bT, µ) +K(b∗(bT), µ) . (31)
Now the kernel K˜(bT;µ) is very strongly universal; it is independent not just of the process, but also of scale,
polarization, x, z, flavors, and polarization. The “non-perturbative” function gK(bT; bmax), defined by Eq. (31),
inherits the same strong universality properties as K(bT, µ).
Equation (30) allows us to write
W (qT, Q) =
∫
d2bT
(2pi)2
eiqT·bTW˜OPE(b∗(bT), Q)W˜NP(bT, Q; bmax) , (32)
where W˜NP(bT, Q; bmax) is the combination of all non-perturbative exponential functions in Eq. (30),
W˜NP(bT, Q; bmax) = e
−gA(xA,bT;bmax)−gB(zB ,bT;bmax) e−2gK(bT;bmax) ln(Q/Q0) . (33)
W˜NP(bT, Q; bmax) is a function to be parameterized and fit to data, or to be determined by appealing to non-
perturbative methods.5 W˜OPE(b∗(bT), Q) is calculable in collinear factorization in terms of collinear pdfs and ffs
and allows the use of low order perturbation theory for perturbatively calculable parts. It is exactly the original defi-
nition of W˜ , but evaluated at b∗(bT) instead of bT. The exponential factors in Eq. (33) account for the non-perturbative
transverse coordinate dependence. Notice that by construction
d
dbmax
[
W˜OPE(b∗(bT), Q)W˜NP(bT, Q; bmax)
]
= 0 . (34)
Substituting Eqs. (26) and (33) into Eq. (32) produces the most familiar representation of the evolved W˜ (bT, Q):
W˜ (bT, Q) = H(µQ, Q)
∑
j′i′
∫ 1
xA
dxˆ
xˆ
C˜pdfj/j′ (xA/xˆ, b∗(bT);µ
2
b∗ , µb∗ , αs(µb∗))fj′/A(xˆ;µb∗)×
4 It is essentially just convention that the g-functions appear in an
exponent.
5 To call gA, gB , and gK functions “non-perturbative” is somewhat
of a misnomer. The definition of W˜NP is indeed such that it does
include all the strongly non-perturbative contributions. But if
bmax is conservatively small, W˜NP also includes contributions,
at moderate bT, that could be estimated perturbatively.
9×
∫ 1
zB
dzˆ
zˆ3
C˜ffi′/j(zB/zˆ, b∗(bT);µ
2
b∗ , µb∗ , αs(µb∗))dB/i′ (zˆ;µb∗)×
× exp
{
ln
Q2
µ2b∗
K˜(b∗(bT);µb∗) +
∫ µQ
µb∗
dµ′
µ′
[
2γ(αs(µ
′); 1)− ln
Q2
µ′2
γK(αs(µ
′))
]}
× exp
{
−gA(xA, bT; bmax)− gB(zB, bT; bmax)− 2gK(bT; bmax) ln
(
Q
Q0
)}
. (35)
This now includes all the necessary non-perturbative functions and corresponds to Eq. (22) of Ref. [24]. In the case
that non-perturbative functions are dropped, the W -term matches Eq. (1.1) of Ref. [3].
With the method of Eqs. (28)–(35), the relationship between W˜OPE(b∗(bT), Q) and W˜NP(bT, Q; bmax) and the
exact definition of W˜ from the factorization derivation is kept explicit. Equation (30) is exact because the evolution
is the same for the numerator and denominator. Therefore, all O((bTm)
p) corrections in Eq. (27) are accounted
for automatically in the definition of the non-perturbative parts in Eq. (33). The only errors in the relationship
between theW -term and the physical cross section are the overallm/Q, qT/Q-suppressed errors from the factorization
derivation.
This section has been a compressed review of steps already reviewed recently in Sec. 2.B.III of Ref. [24]. We refer
the reader to this and references therein for more details.
V. MODIFIED b∗-PRESCRIPTION AND
W -TERM
Next, we modify the definition of W . This is to pro-
vide a convenient solution to the problem that with the
definitions given so far, the integral over all qT of W (qT)
is zero, because W˜ (bT) is zero at bT = 0 (see App. A).
It would be preferable for the integral to have a normal
collinear expansion in terms of pdfs and ffs at scale µQ;
the lowest order term then reproduces the lowest order
collinear factorization result for the integrated cross sec-
tion. At the same time, we wish to preserve the results
for the bT-space quantity W˜ (bT), since these embody the
derived factorization and evolution properties. Most im-
portantly, the modified W term must still approximate
the cross section at low qT to the same accuracy as in
Eq. (7).
We achieve the modified W in two stages.
The first is to modify the Fourier transform in Eq. (25)
to read
Wa(qT, Q; η, C5) =
∫
d2bT
(2pi)2
eiqT·bT W˜ (bc(bT), Q) . (36)
where
bc(bT) =
√
b2T + b
2
0/(C5Q)
2 . (37)
That is, W˜ (bT, Q) is replaced by W˜ (bc(bT), Q). The func-
tion bc(bT) is arranged to agree with bT when bT ≫ 1/Q,
but to be of order 1/Q when bT = 0, , thereby provid-
ing a cutoff at small bT. Then, when (36) is integrated
over qT, we get W˜ (b0/(C5Q), Q), instead of the previ-
ous value W˜ (0, Q) = 0. We have included an explicit
numerical factor of b0 ≡ 2 exp(−γE) since this tends to
lead to simpler formulas later on. We have chosen the
value of bc(0) to be proportional to 1/Q, so that, from
Eq. (35), W˜ (b0/(C5Q), Q) has a normal collinear factor-
ization property. The numerical constant C5 fixes the
exact proportionality between bc(0) and 1/Q.
But at the same time (36) still gives an approximation
to the cross section of the appropriate accuracy. This
is because, when qT ≪ Q, the dominant range of bT is
much larger than 1/Q, and so the modification in (36)
only gives a power-suppressed contribution. Of course, at
large qT, there are more substantial changes. But then
we approach the domain of validity of collinear factoriza-
tion, and so the accuracy of the W +Y form is preserved
provided that, in the definition (16) of Y , we replace
W (qT, Q) by Wa(qT, Q; η, C5).
Note that the integrand in (36) is non-singular at
bT = 0, unlike (25). Thus the large qT behavior is expo-
nentially damped. Even so, the function still extends to
arbitrarily large qT.
So the second and final stage of modification for W is
to make an explicit cutoff at large qT, to give:
WNew(qT, Q; η, C5)
≡ Ξ
(
qT
Q
, η
)∫
d2bT
(2pi)2
eiqT·bTW˜ (bc(bT), Q) . (38)
Here Ξ(qT/(Qη)) is a cutoff function that we introduce
to ensure that WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) vanishes for qT & Q,
and η is a parameter to control exactly where the sup-
pression of large qT begins. Ξ(qT/Q, η) should approach
unity when qT ≪ Q and should vanish for qT & Q.
This preserves the required approximation property of
WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) at small qT. At the same time, since
the changes are dominantly at large qT, the integral over
all qT still has a normal collinear expansion, as we will
make more explicit below.
A simple Θ(Q − qT) step function is acceptable for
Ξ. When we combine WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) with a Y -term
in Secs. VI–VII we will introduce methods to minimize
sensitivity to the exact form of Ξ(qT/Q, η). However, a
smoother function is preferred since the domain of va-
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lidity of the W -term approximation does not end at a
sharp point in qT, and thus a smooth function character-
izes general physical expectations. A reasonable choice
is
Ξ
(
qT
Q
, η
)
= exp
[
−
(
qT
ηQ
)aΞ]
, (39)
with aΞ > 2.
The only differences between the old and new W -term
are: i) the use of bc(bT) rather than bT in W˜ , and ii) the
multiplication by Ξ(qT/Q, η). (The second modification
was proposed by Collins in Ref. [4, Eq. (13.75)]. There Ξ
is called F (qT/Q).) Equation (38) matches the standard
definition in the limit that C5 and η approach infinity.
Finally, we will present a fully optimized formula for
WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) corresponding to the one for the orig-
inal W (qT, Q) in Eq. (35).
But first it will be convenient to construct some auxil-
iary results.
Naturally, b∗ is to be replaced by
b∗(bc(bT)) =
√
b2T + b
2
0/(C
2
5Q
2)
1 + b2T/b
2
max + b
2
0/(C
2
5Q
2b2max)
. (40)
Also we define
bmin ≡ b∗(bc(0)) =
b0
C5Q
√
1
1 + b20/(C
2
5Q
2b2max)
. (41)
Then, for large enough Q and bmax
bmin ≈
b0
C5Q
. (42)
Thus, bmin decreases like 1/Q, in contrast to bmax which
remains fixed. Note also that
b∗(bc(bT)) −→


bmin bT ≪ bmin
bT bmin ≪ bT ≪ bmax
bmax bT ≫ bmax .
(43)
For bT ≪ 1/Q, b∗(bc(bT)) ≈ b∗(bT). Instead of µb∗ , we
will ultimately use the scale
µ¯ ≡
C1
b∗(bc(bT))
(44)
to implement renormalization group improvement in
TMD correlation functions. There is a maximum cut-
off on the renormalization scale equal to
µc ≡ lim
bT→0
µ¯ =
C1C5Q
b0
√
1 +
b20
C25 b
2
maxQ
2
≈
C1C5Q
b0
.
(45)
The approximation sign corresponds to the limit of large
Qbmax. Note that,
bminµc = C1 . (46)
The steps for finding a useful formula for the evolved WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) are as follows. Equation (32) becomes
WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) = Ξ
(
qT
Q
, η
)∫
d2bT
(2pi)2
eiqT·bTW˜NP(bc(bT), Q)W˜ (b∗(bc(bT)), Q) . (47)
Now the definition of W˜ (bT, Q) is unchanged, and only the bT → bc(bT) replacement is new. Therefore instead of
Eq. (35) we simply need
W˜ (bc(bT), Q) = H(µQ, Q)
∑
j′i′
∫ 1
xA
dxˆ
xˆ
C˜pdfj/j′ (xA/xˆ, b∗(bc(bT)); µ¯
2, µ¯, αs(µ¯))fj′/A(xˆ; µ¯)×
×
∫ 1
zB
dzˆ
zˆ3
C˜ffi′/j(zB/zˆ, b∗(bc(bT)); µ¯
2, µ¯, αs(µ¯))dB/i′ (zˆ; µ¯)×
× exp
{
ln
Q2
µ¯2
K˜(b∗(bc(bT)); µ¯) +
∫ µQ
µ¯
dµ′
µ′
[
2γ(αs(µ
′); 1)− ln
Q2
µ′2
γK(αs(µ
′))
]}
× exp
{
−gA(xA, bc(bT); bmax)− gB(zB, bc(bT); bmax)− 2gK(bc(bT); bmax) ln
(
Q
Q0
)}
. (48)
This is the same as Eq. (35) except that b∗(bc(bT)) and µ¯ = C1/b∗(bc(bT)) are used instead of b∗(bT) and
µb∗ = C1/b∗(bT). Note that gK(bc(bT); bmax) depends on Q through bc, albeit only for bT . 1/Q. For bT ≫ 1/Q,
gK(bc(bT); bmax)→ gK(bT; bmax). Also, gK(bc(bT); bmax) does not vanish exactly as bT → 0 but instead approaches a
power of 1/Q.
Up to this point, we have introduced two new parameters, η and C5, in the treatment of the W -term.
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VI. MODIFIED Y -TERM
Now we can construct a Y -term from nearly identical steps to those of Sec. III. Recall that the TMD approximator,
TTMD, replaces the cross section by an approximation that is good in the qT/Q≪ 1 limit – see Eq. (6). The TTMD
from Ref. [4] replaces Γ(qT, Q) by the definition of W (qT, Q) that follows most directly from the derivation of TMD
factorization. However, any approximator that is good when qT ≪ Q is equally valid here. Therefore, we write
WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) ≡ T
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q) . (49)
Here TNewTMD applies the same approximations as TTMD, but with the use of Ξ(qT/Q, η) and b∗(bc(bT)) as in Eq. (38).
Since the changes only affect the region qT & Q, power counting for small qT proceeds in exactly the same way as
in Sec. III:
TNewTMDΓ(qT, Q) = Γ(qT, Q) +O
(
qT
Q
)a
Γ(qT, Q) +O
(
m
Q
)a′
Γ(qT, Q) . (50)
The large qT ∼ Q region is dealt with using the same Tcoll approximator as in Sec. III:
TcollΓ(qT, Q) = Γ(qT, Q) +O
(
m
qT
)b
Γ(qT, Q) . (51)
Continuing the usual steps, a Y -term is constructed by adding and subtracting WNew(qT, Q; η, C5):
Γ(qT, Q) = T
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q) +
[
Γ(qT, Q)− T
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q)
]
. (52)
The term in brackets is only unsuppressed for large qT, so we apply to it the large qT approximator, Tcoll, and use
collinear factorization:
Γ(m . qT, Q) = T
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q) + Tcoll
[
Γ(qT, Q)− T
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q)
]
+O
((
m
qT
)b(
qT
Q
)a)
Γ(qT, Q) +O
((
m
qT
)b(
m
Q
)a′)
Γ(qT, Q)
=WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) + TcollΓ(qT, Q)− TcollT
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q) +O
(
m
Q
)c
Γ(qT, Q) , (53)
where c = min(a, a′, b).
Finally, we insert a factor of the X(qT/λ) function from Eq. (16) to remove any Y -term contribution in the qT < m
region. The final Y -term is
YNew(qT, Q; η, C5) ≡ {Tcoll [Γ(qT, Q)−WNew(qT, Q; η, C5)]}X(qT/λ)
=
{
TcollΓ(qT, Q)− TcollT
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q)
}
X(qT/λ) . (54)
Then,
FO(qT, Q) ≡ TcollΓ(qT, Q) (55)
AYNew(qT, Q; η, C5) ≡ TcollT
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q) . (56)
So,
YNew(qT, Q; η, C5) = {FO(qT, Q)−AYNew(qT, Q; η, C5)}X(qT/λ) . (57)
As usual, Tcoll is an instruction to set all renormalization scales to µ = µQ and drop powers of m/qT or m/Q. In
TcollT
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q), the T
New
TMD inserts a multiplication by a factor of Ξ(qT/Q, η), effectively setting T
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q) to
zero for large qT & Q (see, e.g., Eq. (39)). Thus, if Ξ(qT/Q, η) gets dropped when Tcoll is applied, there is a potential
to introduce large errors. Therefore, Tcoll should not drop the factor of Ξ(qT/Q, η) because Tcoll, by definition, must
leave the qT ≫ m region unmodified. Similarly, the use of bc(bT) affects the small bT limit of b∗(bc(bT)), and therefore
can also have a large effect on on TNewTMDΓ(qT, Q) at large qT. Thus, Tcoll should preserve the use of bc(bT). In contrast,
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bmax ∼ 1/m mainly affects the small qT region. Therefore, we define Tcoll to apply the bmax → ∞ limit in Eq. (56).
Examples of implementations of Eqs. (55)–(57) will be given in Secs. VIII and IX.
Now observe that Ξ(qT/Q, η) approaches zero as qT gets much larger than Q. Then YNew(qT, Q; η, C5) approaches
the usual collinear factorization result for Γ(qT, Q) at large qT. Therefore, we may at last remove the qT . Q
restriction on the left side of Eq. (21) and write a W + Y representation of the cross section that extends over the
whole range of qT:
Γ(qT, Q) =WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) + YNew(qT, Q; η, C5) +O
(
m
Q
)c
Γ(qT, Q) . (58)
We have reached our goal of constructing a W + Y expression that does not require that we specify limitations on
the range of qT. What remains is to determine the most appropriate values for η and C5.
VII. CONNECTION WITH q
T
-INTEGRATED CROSS SECTIONS AND COLLINEAR
FACTORIZATION
In this section, we analyze the integral over all qT of the right-hand side of Eq. (58), and show how it matches
standard collinear factorization for the integrated cross section.
We integrate Eq. (58) over all transverse momentum, and then reorganize the result as follows:∫
d2qT Γ(qT, Q) =
∫
d2qT [WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) + YNew(qT, Q; η, C5)]
=
∫
d2qT
[
Ξ
(
qT
Q
, η
)∫
d2bT
(2pi)2
eiqT·bTW˜ (bc(bT), Q) + YNew(qT, Q; η, C5)
]
=
∫
d2qT
∫
d2bT
(2pi)2
eiqT·bTW˜ (bc(bT), Q) Term1
−
∫
d2qT
(
1− Ξ
(
qT
Q
, η
))∫
d2bT
(2pi)2
eiqT·bTW˜ (bc(bT), Q) Term2
+
∫
d2qT YNew(qT, Q; η, C5) . Term3
(59)
Term 1 is WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) integrated over qT, but without the Ξ factor, so it can easily be simplified. Term 2
corrects for the omission of Ξ, while term 3 is the integral of the Y term.
Now term 1 equals W˜ (bc(0), Q) = W˜ (bmin, Q). Since bmin = O(1/Q), we can replace it by the OPE W˜
OPE(bmin, Q))
form, to leading power in m/Q, Eq. (27), to obtain
Term 1 = W˜OPE(bmin, Q) +O((m/Q)
p) . (60)
Then, we can use Eq. (26) to give a factorization in terms of collinear pdfs and ffs at a scale of order Q. Since in
that formula b∗(bT) is replaced by bmin = O(1/Q), while µb∗ is of order Q, both the C˜ factors and the quantities in
the exponential can be expanded in powers of αs(Q) without large logarithms. We therefore have a normal collinear
expansion. The lowest-order term gives
Term 1 = HLO, jjfj/A(x;µc) dB/j(z;µc) +O(αs(Q)), (61)
with our choice of scale given in Eq. (45). This agrees with the lowest-order term for the integrated cross section
itself, i.e., for
∫
d2qT Γ(qT, Q).
Both terms 2 and 3 are dominated in their integrals by qT of order Q. They therefore have normal collinear
expansions, starting at order αs(Q). Overall, we therefore have well-behaved perturbative expansions of collinear
factorization for each term, unlike the case for the qT integrals of the original CSS forms for W and Y .
We now show more explicitly that terms 2 and 3 are dominated by qT of order Q. For term 2, the factor 1−Ξ gives
a power suppression for qT ≪ Q, while the use of bc(bT) instead of bT gives an exponential suppression for qT ≫ Q, as
we have already seen. For term 3, the construction of YNew(qT, Q; η, C5) gives power suppression when qT ≪ Q, with
the factor X(qT/λ) in (57) ensuring that no pathologies arise when qT is very small (below m). At large qT, beyond
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Q, the FO(qT, Q) term obeys the kinematic limit, while the AYNew(qT, Q; η, C5) term is exponentially suppressed,
for the same reason as for WNew(qT, Q; η, C5).
VIII. CALCULATING THE ASYMPTOTIC
TERM IN THE BCFG METHOD
Perturbative calculations for the hard coefficient for
the Y term in the original CSS version can be performed
by starting from the normal collinear coefficient for the
cross section as a function of qT. Then the asymptote
at small qT is subtracted. This asymptote is simply
the leading power expansion in qT/Q when qT is much
smaller than Q, and involves simply a factor of 1/q2T time
logarithms of Q/qT in each order of perturbation theory.
The coordinate-space version of the subtraction in each
order is correspondingly a polynomial in ln(QbT).
In the new scheme, the coordinate space formula is
unchanged, but it is not so simple to perform a practi-
cal analytic calculation of its Fourier transform to give
AYNew(qT, Q; η, C5). This is because of the substitution
of bc(bT) for bT. We now explain how to do this, following
Ref. [14].
Calculations of AYNew(qT, Q; η, C5) need Fourier-
Bessel transforms of terms of the form
αs(µQ)
m lnn
(
µ2Qbc(bT)
2
b20
)
=
αs(µQ)
m lnn
(
µ2Qb
2
T
b20
+
C22
C25
)
. (62)
with m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ n ≤ 2m and b0 ≡ 2 exp(−γE).
(The use of b0 in the argument of the logarithm is
a convention that typically results in simpler formu-
las.) These terms arise from the perturbative expansion
TcollT
New
TMDΓ(qT, Q). This can be considered as arising
from the collinear factorization of Eq. (26) with µb∗ re-
placed by µQ, with all couplings expressed in terms of
αs(µQ), and then with a fixed-order perturbative expan-
sion applied to the product of the C˜ factors and the ex-
ponential in Eq. (26).
If Q2b2T ≫ C
2
2/C
2
5 , then we neglect the second term
in the logarithms, and Eq. (62) becomes the much more
familiar form from standard CSS-like treatments
αs(µQ)
m lnn
(
µ2Qb
2
T
b20
)
. (63)
A. Standard Logarithms
In the CSS and related treatments, with the standard
W + Y construction, the logarithms are of the form of
Eq. (63). In that case, the momentum space expres-
sions are well-known (see, e.g., Eq. (36) of Ref. [15]).
After Fourier transformation, coordinate space logarith-
mic terms like Eq. (63) give qT-dependence like
1
q2T
,
1
q2T
ln
(
Q2
q2T
)
, . . . (64)
where the “. . . ” refers to higher power logarithms.
B. Modified logarithms
A primary motivation for our modified W + Y con-
struction is to accommodate a non-zero bmin in Eqs. (47)
and (48), and thus a non-zero C2/C5 in Eq. (62). Fortu-
nately, for the case of non-zero C2/C5, analytic expres-
sions for the finite parts of the Fourier-Bessel transforms
have been worked out in Appendix B of BCFG, Ref. [14].
Indeed, the case of of C5 = C2 corresponds exactly to
the lnm(Q2b2T/b
2
0) → ln
m(Q2b2T/b
2
0 + 1) prescription of
PP [13] and used in implementations like [14].
Now, the discussion so far has been based on the
expression for WNew(qT, Q; η, C5) in terms of TMD
densities. However, to get the hard coefficient for
AYNew(qT, Q; η, C5), as needed in YNew(qT, Q; η, C5), it
is also possible to start from the hard coefficients for or-
dinary collinear factorization for the cross section. Then
one does the expansion at small qT to give 1/q
2
T times log-
arithms. Finally to obtain the effect of the use of bc(bT)
instead of bT, one makes the substitutions given below.
One can read the substitutions off from results like
Ref. [14, Eqs. (B.10)-(B.13)]. For example,
1
q2T
→
C2b0
qTµQC5
K1
(
C2qTb0
C5µQ
)
(65)
1
q2T
ln
(
µ2Q
q2T
)
→
C2b0
qTµQC5
[
K1
(
C2qTb0
C5µQ
)
ln
(
C2µQ
C5qT
)
+
+ K
(1)
1
(
C2qTb0
C5µQ
)]
. (66)
Here, Kν(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second
kind and
K
(1)
1 (x) ≡
∂
∂ν
Kν(x)
∣∣∣∣
ν=1
. (67)
The left and right sides of Eqs. (65)–(66) are approxi-
mately equal for fixed C5 and qT ≪ µQ. See also the
discussion around Ref. [14, Eq. (B.25)].
Now one may perform substitutions like Eqs. (65)–(66)
to known results for the asymptotic term like Eq. (36)
of Ref. [15] to obtain the generalized, non-zero C2/C5,
asymptotic term. Reference [14, Appendix B] contains
results for any n, so the modified asymptotic term, and
thus the new Y -term, can be obtained to any order from
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previously existing expressions. For completeness, low
order expressions for the asymptotic terms are given in
Appendix B.
IX. DEMONSTRATION
To illustrate the steps above, we have performed sam-
ple calculations of the Y -term using analytic approxima-
tions for the collinear pdfs and collinear ffs. For sim-
plicity, we consider only the target up-quark γ∗q → qg
channel, and for the running αs(µ) we use the two-loop
β-function solution and keep the number of flavors at
nf = 3 since we are mainly interested in the transition
to low Q. Thus we use ΛQCD = 0.339 GeV [27]. To
further simplify our calculations, we use analytic expres-
sions for the collinear correlation functions, taken from
appendix A1 of Ref. [28] for the up-quark pdf and from
Eq. (A4) of Ref. [29] for the up-quark-to-pion fragmen-
tation function.
Due to these simplifying assumptions, the following
should be regarded as a toy model calculation, meant to
illustrate the basic steps of a Y -term calculation and to
demonstrate plausibility for use in more complete and
detailed calculations.
First, one must establish parameters for our large and
small qT cutoff functions. For X(qT/λ) we use Eq. (17),
and try aX = 4 since this gives a rapid but reason-
ably gentle suppression of small qT. The choice of λ
should be such that it has reached unity at values of
qT near the perturbative-nonperturbative transition, say,
qT ≈ 1.0 GeV. Thus, we choose λ = 2/3 GeV. The result
is shown as the blue dashed curves in Figs. 1. To under-
stand the plots, recall that X(qT/λ) is used to restrict
to large qT the region where qT-dependence is calculated
with collinear factorization at fixed order fixed in pertur-
bation theory.
For Ξ(qT/Q, η) we use Eq. (39). The value of aΞ con-
trols how rapidly the qT ∼ Q contribution from the
W -term gets cutoff. For large Q, the transition can
be rather smooth since there is a broad region where
AYNew(qT, Q; η, C5) and FO(qT, Q) overlap. In our ex-
ample calculation, we find that aΞ = 8 works well. The
value of η should be chosen such that Ξ(qT/Q, η) → 0
when qT is large enough that approximations that use
qT ≪ Q might be considered suspect. For small qT,
Ξ(qT/Q, η) → 1. We find that the transition between
Ξ(qT/Q, η) ≈ 0 and Ξ(qT/Q, η) ≈ 1 occurs between
about qT ≈ Q/4 and qT ≈ Q/2 if η = 0.34. These
results for Ξ(qT/Q, η) are shown as the tan curves in
Figs. 1. To understand the plots, recall that the purpose
of Ξ(qT/Q, η) is to suppress the qT = O(Q) region of the
W -term where it fails to provide even a rough approxi-
mation.
Next, we examine the effect of varying C5 on the cal-
culation of the asymptotic term. Standard expressions
for the asymptotic term can be found in, for example,
Eq. (36) of Ref. [15]. We use these results, along with the
(a)
(b)
FIG. 1. The cutoff functions in Eq. (17) for low qT/λ (blue
dashed line) and in Eq. (39) for large qT/Q (brown solid line)
for Q = 20.0 GeV (plot (a)) and Q = 2.0 GeV (plot (b)). In
both, λ = 2/3 GeV and η = 0.34. The region of qT & Q/4 is
determined by the FO(qT, Q) calculation. For all Q, qT . λ
is considered non-perturbative. (Color online.)
substitutions in Eqs. (65)–(66), to plot the new asymp-
totic term of Eq. (56) for a range of C5 values. The
result is shown in Fig. 2, where we have temporarily set
Ξ(qT/Q, η) to 1 in order to highlight the effect of varying
C5. The results for C5 = 0.5 and C5 = 2.0 are shown.
The standard CSS result, corresponding to C2/C5 → 0,
is also shown for comparison. In all of our calculations,
C2 = 1.0. One can observe the approach to the CSS
result as C5 increases.
Finally, we restore the explicit Ξ(qT/Q, η) in the
asymptotic term and calculate the Y -term according to
Eq. (57) for two values of Q, one large and one small.
The results are shown in Figs. (3)(a,b). Here we use
C5 = 1.0 as a compromise between the various choices
in Fig. 2 and to match with a common choice used in
calculations like those of Ref. [14]. For Q = 20 GeV
(Fig. 3(a)), there is a region 1.0GeV . qT . 6.0GeV
where the Y -term is a useful non-trivial correction. Be-
yond about qT ≈ 6.0 GeV, the Y -term simply approaches
the FO(qT, Q) calculation (where the W -term vanishes).
Within our W +Y method, the Y -term remains a rea-
sonable correction for large qT/Q even down to Q =
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FIG. 2. The absolute value of the asymptotic term calculation
with Ξ replaced by 1, and with the substitutions in Eq. (65)–
(66) and various choices for C5. The brown dashed curve
is the limit of the standard CSS Y -term approach. In all
cases, C2 = 1. The blue dotted and magenta dash-dotted
curves correspond C5 = 0.5 and C5 = 2.0 respectively. All
curves are normalized to FO(qT, Q) and qT = 1 GeV. The
variation between the curves can be viewed as an measure
of the sensitivity of the AY(qT, Q) calculation to different
choices of C5. (Color online.) In all cases, we take x = 0.1
and z = 0.5.
2.0 GeV, as shown in Fig. (3)(b). There it forces a match-
ing with the FO(qT, Q) calculation at qT = O(Q), while
it vanishes for small qT.
Note that, if the entire range of qT up to order Q
is considered, then the treatment of the Y -term plays
an important role in describing the general shape of the
qT-spectrum, particularly for the smaller Q values. In-
deed, for smaller Q, the Y -term appears to dominate the
tail region. These observations highlight the importance
of achieving well-constrained collinear treatments of the
large qT region. Most likely, calculations of the fixed or-
der term to rather high order should be included in imple-
mentations to adequately describe the large qT behavior.
For instance, Ref. [30] finds that order α2s fixed order
calculations are needed to get acceptable phenomenolog-
ical success (see the comparison of curves in Fig. 4 of
Ref. [30]). Reference [31] finds that threshold resumma-
tion corrections are also needed.
X. BREAKDOWN OF FACTORIZATION IN
THE PHOTOPRODUCTION LIMIT
Of course, both TMD and collinear factorization theo-
rems apply to the limit of a large hard scale Q; part of the
statement is that corrections to the factorized formulas
are suppressed by powers of m/Q. Therefore, one ex-
pects factorization to work well in practice for very large
Q and to fail completely for Q→ 0, with the in-between
region being less clear. In the SIDIS case, the Q → 0
limit corresponds to photoproduction: γ + P → H +X .
(a)
(b)
FIG. 3. The Y-term (blue solid curves) calculated using
the method of Eq. (57) and Sec. VIII. One calculation (a)
is for a large scale, Q = 20.0 GeV and one calculation (b)
is for a small scale, Q = 2.0 GeV. For comparison, the
FO(qT, Q) (green dashed) and AYNew(qT, Q; η, C5) (magenta
dot-dashed) calculations are also shown. In all cases, C5 =
1.0. The curves are normalized to the value of FO(qT, Q) at
qT = 1.0 GeV. (Color online.) In all cases, we take x = 0.1
and z = 0.5.
If Q is gradually decreased from some initially very large
values, one expects uncertainties related to the general
onset of non-perturbative physics beyond factorization
to gradually increase.
This is, of course, a standard and well-known aspect
of QCD. The most obvious signal of the breakdown of
perturbative QCD factorization is that αs(Q) begins to
blow up when Q → O(m). However, it is instructive
to examine the transition from the solidly large Q re-
gion to the Q → 0 region in more detail. An analysis of
the transition could guide applications of TMD factor-
ization over a wide range of scales, aid in error analysis
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(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 4. The Y -term calculated with C5 = 1.0 and with the
three values: λ = 1/3 GeV (blue dotted curves), λ = 1/2 GeV
(blue solid curves) and λ = 2/3 GeV (blue dot-dashed curves).
The green dashed curves show the fixed order calculations.
Graph (a) is for Q = 20 GeV, graph (b) is for Q = 2 GeV,
and graph (c) is for Q = 0.9 GeV. (Color online. See text
for further explanation.) In all cases, we take x = 0.1 and
z = 0.5.
in applications, and provide intuition for how to match
to truly non-perturbative physics. For example, in the
true photoproduction limit, it may be useful to switch
to a physical picture more closely resembling a Regge
exchange model [32].
TMD factorization is most useful if there are distinct
regions where i) qT . O(m), where TMD correlation
functions can be used, and ii) qT ∼ O(Q), where collinear
factorization applies. One way to test whether that is the
case is to vary the λ parameter of Eq. (16). This controls
the suppression of the Y -term for qT < O(m), so varying
it should have small or negligible effects on how one treats
the perturbative qT-dependence at qT ≫ m.
Figure 4(a) confirms that this is true in our sample
calculation for a very large value of Q = 20 GeV. The
graph shows the Y -term for several values of λ along
with the FO(qT, Q) calculation (dashed) for comparison.
The region where 1 GeV . qT . 6 GeV corresponds to
a region where, roughly, m ≪ qT ≪ Q. Therefore, one
could probably rely mostly on theW -term with its TMD
pdfs and ffs to give a reasonable general description for
1 GeV . qT . 6 GeV. However, qT is still large enough
in this region that qT/Q power corrections to theW -term
might not be totally negligible, so the Y -term is a useful
and important correction to a W -term calculation in the
moderate qT region. Including it can enhance precision
over a wide range of qT. In the 1 GeV . qT . 6 GeV
region the Y -term has negligible sensitivity to the ex-
act value of λ (so long as λ = O(m)). The Y -term is,
therefore, unambiguous in its region of relevance, up to
choices in C5 and η. Moreover, variations in C5 and η
can be understood in terms of higher order corrections.
There is some residual sensitivity to λ for qT < 1.0 GeV,
but for Q = 20 GeV, qT < 1.0 definitely corresponds to
a region where qT/Q≪ 1. So, we are justified in simply
ignoring the Y -term in the qT . 1.0 region.
In Fig. 4(b), we consider the lower Q value of 2.0 GeV,
where Q is relatively small, but still large enough to hope
that TMD factorization is still useful. The range of qT
as a fraction of Q is the same as in Fig. 4(a). For this
smaller Q region, one might reasonably expect values of
qT ≈ 0.2 GeV to about qT ≈ 0.9 GeV to qualify as
qT ≪ Q. However, qT is still large enough here that
concerns about qT/Q power corrections from a Y -term
are definitely warranted. As can be seen from the graph,
the Y -term has significant uncertainties at intermediate
qT when Q ∼ 2.0 GeV coming from the exact choice of
λ. Nonetheless, the region of qT . 0.2 GeV corresponds
to qT/Q . 0.1, so in the the smallest qT region one may
be confident in the applicability of factorization. Like-
wise, for qT & 0.9 GeV, one may begin relying on the
FO(qT, Q) calculation. Our W + Y construction inter-
polates between these two descriptions. Therefore, it is
reasonable to expect a fit toQ = 2.0 GeV data to be qual-
itatively consistent with TMD factorization, even though
uncertainties associated with m/Q-suppressed violations
of factorization may begin to be more discernible. Said
differently, at Q ∼ 2.0 GeV, there may be a window of
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intermediate m < qT < Q where m/qT and qT/Q are not
both simultaneously small, yet we obtain a reasonable
overall description by calculating the qT . m behavior
and the qT ∼ Q behavior and interpolating between the
two. The only uncertainty then is in the exact nature
or the interpolation. Notice, furthermore, that once a fit
has been performed at Q ∼ 2.0 GeV, any sensitivity to
λ automatically vanishes after evolution to large Q, as
illustrated by Fig. 4(a). In other words, there is no dis-
advantage to optimizing fits at liberally low Q since the
limiting behavior at large Q is unaffected.
To see the total breakdown of TMD factorization ex-
plicitly, we may push to even lower Q; in Fig. 4(c) we
repeat the calculation of the Y -term for Q = 0.9 GeV,
again over the same range of qT as a fraction of Q.
Here, qT/Q corrections may be important already at
qT ∼ 0.2 GeV where transverse momentum dependence is
still non-perturbative and the Y -term is totally controlled
by the value of λ, and the functional form of X(qT). A
fit done in this region will likely be totally dominated by
the (arbitrary, as far as TMD factorization is concerned)
choice in X(qT) and the value of λ. Thus, as Q drops
below about 1 GeV, TMD factorization begins to lose its
predictive power and its usefulness.
It is important to emphasize that the calculations in
Figs. 2–4 are meant to demonstrate general features only.
To gain a true understanding of the moderate Q re-
gion and the transition to the Q → 0 limit, up-to-date
collinear pdfs and ffs are needed for all partonic channels,
higher order perturbative calculations including flavor
thresholds should be included, and aW -term with a spe-
cific parametrization for non-perturbative qT-dependence
is needed.
The region of Q of order a few GeV can likely be en-
hanced by extensions of factorization to higher twist [33]
and/or by using new non-perturbative correlation func-
tions that treat kinematics exactly like fully unintegrated
pdfs [34–36].
XI. SUMMARY
We conclude by summarizing the logic of our modified
W + Y construction.
TMD factorization applies for small qT ≪ Q and de-
grades in accuracy as qT increases. In contrast, collinear
factorization applies when qT ∼ Q and also to the cross
section integrated over all qT; its accuracy on the dif-
ferential cross section degrades as qT decreases. The
standard W + Y prescription was arranged to apply also
for intermediate qT; in particular it keeps full accuracy
when m ≪ qT ≪ Q, a situation in which both pure
TMD and pure collinear factorization have degraded ac-
curacy6. However, it did not specifically address the issue
6 What we have in mind here is that the errors in TMD factoriza-
of matching to collinear factorization for the cross section
integrated over qT.
Furthermore, for the qT & Q and qT . m regions,
the CSS W + Y formalism as it stands does not robustly
revert to the FO(qT, Q) or W (qT, Q) terms alone. A
variety of methods for dealing with these and related is-
sues exists in the literature (see Sec. II), but they usu-
ally appear at the level of implementations rather than in
the formalization itself. We have synthesized components
from these previous approaches into a relatively compact
prescription.
With our method, the redefined W term allowed us,
in Sec. VII, to construct a relationship between be-
tween integrated-TMD-factorization formulas and stan-
dard collinear factorization formulas, with errors relating
the two being suppressed by powers of bmin/bmax ∼ 1/Q.
Importantly, the exact definitions of the TMD pdfs and
ffs are unmodified from the usual ones of factorization
derivations (e.g., Eqs. (13.42,13.106) of Ref. [4]). We
preserve transverse-coordinate space version of the W
term, but only modify the way in which it is used. Thus
the derivation of TMD factorization is preserved, and
we have only changed the way in which the ingredients
are assembled into a formula for the cross section. Fi-
nally, the standard CSS formalism, with its more stan-
dard W + Y construction, is automatically recovered in
the limit of very large Q. Having organized a system-
atic treatment of the matching between W and Y terms,
we may begin to incorporate physically motivated con-
siderations (e.g., similar to the momentum rescaling of
Ref. [9]) into the construction of specific functional forms
for Ξ and the choice of C5.
This paper has dealt only with unpolarized cross sec-
tions. However, we expect analogous reasoning to ap-
ply when polarization is taken into account. In such
cases, the connection between large and small qT is more
subtle because power counting can differ at large and
small qT depending on the specific polarization observ-
able under consideration. This is discussed extensively
in Ref. [37]. To implement steps analogous to those we
have presented here, one most likely needs to consider
qT-weighted integrals of cross sections or weighting by
Bessel functions [38]. Such studies may prove to be espe-
cially interesting in how they relate correlation functions
of different twist.
Many planned applications of TMD factorization de-
pend crucially on the ability to control matching between
perturbatively large and non-perturbatively small qT/Q.
This is especially the case for phenomenological studies
tion include a power of qT/Q as well as a power of m/Q, while
the error in collinear factorization is a power of m/qT. Now an
optimal blend of TMD and collinear factorization can have an
error of a particular power ofm/Q uniformly in qT. But, because
of the qT/Q and m/qT errors in each individual kind of factor-
ization, either one of these by itself has much worse accuracy
than the blend, when m≪ qT ≪ Q.
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where the shape of the distribution and the possible pres-
ence of a non-perturbative qT-tail is a central question,
such as in studies of flavor-dependence in TMDs [39], or
a potential difference between sea and valence quark in-
trinsic transverse distributions [40]. (See also Fig. 1 of
Ref. [41].) With the method of this paper, it is possible
in principle to interface the full W + Y TMD construc-
tion with generalized parton model approaches to phe-
nomenology like Refs. [39, 42, 43] – a step that we leave
for future work.
We plan to next apply our enhanced W + Y construc-
tion in phenomenological studies. In particular, given
the rather low Q-values typical of SIDIS experiments,
we expect analyses of unpolarized SIDIS to benefit from
the greater control over the transition from small qT to
qT ∼ Q.
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Appendix A: Proof that the standard CSS W˜ (bT)
vanishes for bT → 0
We obtain the small bT behavior of W˜ (bT) from Eq.
(35), showing that it behaves approximately as a calcu-
lated power of bT when bT → 0. In this limit µb∗ → ∞,
and so because of asymptotic freedom, αs(µb∗)→ 0. The
dominant behavior is then given by the effect of the low-
est order term in γK .
To see this explicitly, we compute the derivative of
W˜ (bT) with respect to ln bT:
∂W˜ (bT)
∂ ln bT
= − 4CF
αs(µb∗)
pi
ln
(
Q
µb∗
)
W˜ (bT)
+H × (ff and pdf factor)× e−S
×
[
O(αs(µb∗)) +O(αs(µb∗)
2) ln
(
Q
µb∗
)]
,
(A1)
where we used γK = 2CFαs/pi +O(α
2
s). The factor e
−S
represents the exponential factors on the last two lines of
(35). In (A1), the subleading terms on the last line come
from a combination of DGLAP evolution of the collinear
pdf and ff, from differentiating the C˜ factors, and from
differentiating the terms in S other than the leading order
term in γK .
Now, when µ→∞,
αs(µ)
pi
∼
2
β0 ln(µ/ΛQCD)
, (A2)
where β0 = 11− 2nf/3. Therefore we get
∂W˜ (bT)
∂ ln bT
=
8CF
β0
W˜ (bT)
+O
(
H × (ff and pdf factor)e−S
ln(bTΛ)
)
, (A3)
as bT → 0. Hence, W˜ itself has approximately a power
behavior:
W˜ (bT → 0, Q) = b
a
T × (logarithmic corrections), (A4)
where a = 8CF /β0.
Note that the pdf and ff factors in (35) themselves go
to zero as µb∗ →∞, but more slowly than a power.
Appendix B: Low Order Asymptotic Term
Expressions
Calculations for the asymptotic term in a usual formal-
ism can be found in, for example, Refs. [15, 44]. Using a
non-zero C2/C5 we obtain from Eqs. (65)–(66):
Ξ
(
qT
Q
, η
)
αs(µQ)
2pisxA
C2b0
qTµQC5
σ0
∑
q,q¯
e2q
[
2fq(xA, µQ)Dq(zB, µQ)
(
CF
[
K1
(
C2qTb0
C5µQ
)
ln
(
C2µQ
C5qT
)
+
+K
(1)
1
(
C2qTb0
C5µQ
)]
−
(
3
2
+ ln(C22 )
)
CFK1
(
C2qTb0
C5µQ
))
+K1
(
C2qTb0
C5µQ
)(
fq(xA, µQ)⊗ P
(0)
qq + fg(xA, µQ)⊗ P
(0)
qg
)
Dq(zB , µQ)
+K1
(
C2qTb0
C5µQ
)
fq(xA, µQ)
(
Dq(zB, µQ)⊗ P
(0)
qq +Dg(zB, µQ)⊗ P
(0)
gq
) ]
. (B1)
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where
σ0 =
4piα2em
sxAy2
(
1− y +
y2
2
)
, (B2)
and leading order splitting functions are
P (0)qq = CF
[
1 + x2
(1− x)+
+
3
2
δ(1− x)
]
P (0)gq = CF
1 + (1− x)2
x
P (0)qg = TR(x
2 + (1− x)2) (B3)
Note that AYNew(qT, Q; η, C5) is differential in
dxAdzBdQ
2dq2T . The convolution ⊗ is defined in a
standard way:
fq(xA, µ)⊗ P
(0)
qq ≡
∫ 1
xA
dx
x
fq(x, µ) P
(0)
qq
(xA
x
)
(B4)
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